Caution in evaluation of removal of virus by filtration: Misinterpretation due to detection of viral genome fragments by PCR.
The testing of biological products at different stages of the manufacturing process currently involves quantitative polymerase chain reaction (Q-PCR)-based assays. Q-PCR techniques are able to detect not only the viral genome in viral particles but also fragments of degraded genome in samples. The ability of 15 and 19-nm filters to remove viruses was examined by conducting infectivity assays and Q-PCR assays using parvovirus B19 (B19), one of the smallest non-enveloped viruses. Although the filtered samples showed no infectivity, viral DNA was detected by Q-PCR. Interestingly, approximately 90% of the total viral genome in 15-nm filtrates had a detectable size of less than 0.5kb by the Q-PCR and as a consequence reduction factors were underestimated using Q-PCR. The reduction factors using Q-PCR might be underestimated due to the presence of a large amount of free B19 DNA which shows no infectivity in the tested filtrates. Therefore, the results of Q-PCR should be interpreted with caution. The careful design of primers is needed to eliminate amplification from fragments of viral DNA by Q-PCR.